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Abstract

It has been discovered in recent years that the Internet
attacks started by improper authorization on Web servers
and Web applications. The top 10 Web vulnerabilities is-
sued by OWASP and the top 20 security risks issued by
SANS demonstrated that Web attacks is one of the most im-
portant network security problems. Therefore, with the help
from Web attack taxonomy, we can classify the attack type
with vulnerability characteristic and efficiently response
with actions and find the characteristic. The new taxonomy
proposed by this research is based on the HTTP methond
that include dangerous methond such as PUT, DELETE,
TRACE, and CONNECT. When threat events occur in net-
work systems, we could more effectively categorize the pos-
sible malicious attacks with the proposed taxonomy.
Keywords: Taxonomy, Web attack, HTTP

1. Introduction

The OWASP issued top 10 which indicate serious Web
application vulnerabilities in 2007 [1]. The cracker can
not only enter the goal host computer and obtain system-
atic control power, but also steal resources of the materi-
als, plant into the malevolence code such as SQL injection,
use no encryption of Web page, revise the Web address of
the Website and enter similar Webpage resources to read
information directly. For example, logging in the network
bank is without SSL, so the personal information of the ac-
count is easy to be disclosed. The cracker may probably use
someone’s own account weakness to verify user’s account
and password of database by identifying false authentica-
tion and entering system to tamper with resource.

Quite a few of commercial or open source vulnerability
scanner can offer port scanning or weakness report. When
Web service is quite extensive, it is usually detected several

tens of thousands weakness need to mend. Furthermore,
systematic patch and avoiding attack should be at the same
time. In the face of the numerous and jumbled weakness, it
is a priority to deal with the most important weakness. The
main project is to reduce risk losses so that the system may
decrease the cost. Taxonomy of Web attack sets up attack
characteristic database and finds out quickly characteristic
value in accordance with the attacking type and characteris-
tic vulnerability.

2. Overview of previous work

The analysis of the Web attack has find that the Web
Server and Web application start activity without authoriza-
tion in recent years. So we must pay attention to the Web
service and Web application, those can protect and strike the
attack. In addition to secure tools, these can help us to do
taxonomy of Web attacks. For example, IDS can scan port
and vulnerability. The useful taxonomy knows the attack to
bring threat and damage. In this section, we briefly review
attack’s properties of taxonomy and detection.

2.1. The attacker’s action

Attackers use the Web service and Web application vul-
nerability to get their desired from intrusive actions and
events. Furthermore, the basic steps for attacking method-
ology are depicted below and illustrated [2, 3, 4].

• Survey and assess: To find the entry point and use the
vulnerability.

• Exploit and penetrate: The threat becomes the true.

• Escalate privileges: Changing actions that include im-
personate, bypass and search against authentication.

• Maintain access or Deny service: Changing actions
that include interruption, probe and unknown against
Web Server.
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• Unauthorized use of Resource: The actions include
unauthorized access and unauthorized use.

• Clean or forge track of activity: It caused to corrup-
tion of information, disclosure of information, theft of
service and denial-of-service.

2.2. Existing taxonomy of attacks

All attacks based on specific vulnerability that service
or incorrect operation discovered by attackers. Attack pro-
cess can help us to understand the vulnerabilities and the
attacker’s action before self-defense. In recent years, there
are many attack and vulnerability research about taxonomy.
The previous taxonomy is defined attacks technique. At
comprehensiveness the taxonomy of attacks that we defined
in two way are the attack process and attack classification.
Through meta-research of this paper, they provide a good
study of taxonomies and we described the next section.

2.3. Focus on attack process

There are two most important taxonomies on attack pro-
cess: the Howard’s computer and network security taxon-
omy and Alvarez’s Web attacks taxonomy. Howard’s tax-
onomy analysis is based on the attack process of attacker
[2]. Howard’s taxonomy model can be illustrated of how
attack process may become threats: Attackers → Tools →
Access→ Results→ Objectives. However, this taxonomy
is focus on unauthorized access. Howard’s taxonomy: It
does not focus on the intrusion attack of system and vulner-
ability but on attacker’s action.

The other focus on attack process is Alvarez’s taxonomy.
It is based on the attack life cycle in analysis of Web attacks:
Entry point → Vulnerability → Threat → Action → Input
length/HTTP element→ Target→ Scope→ Privileges [4].
Alvarez’s taxonomy: It does not consider the dangerous of
HTTP method.

2.4. Focus on attack classification

The difference of attack classification is sequence of at-
tack process. The main discussing point of attack classifica-
tion is such as Bishop’s vulnerability taxonomy and Hans-
man and Hunt of network and computer attacks taxonomy.
Bishop applied vulnerability taxonomy in the UNIX sys-
tem. The dimensions that taxonomy used were six “axes”
with the following characteristics: Nature, Time of intro-
duction, Exploitation domain, Effect domain, Minimum
number and Source. He suggested understanding the weak-
ness part from the vulnerabilities [5]. Bishop’s taxonomy:
It is focused on vulnerability. We hope that the attack scope
can be limited in the Web.

In Hansman and Hunt of prototype taxonomy, the clas-
sification contains five dimension: attack, attack target, vul-
nerabilities and exploits, payload or effect and other dimen-
sion [6]. This taxonomy is merely in each attack category,
but it is useful in network and computer attacks that di-
verged from our taxonomy of Web attacks. Hansman and
Hunt of taxonomy: It can easily classify attacks, but this
classification needs additional selectionto to filter Web at-
tacks.

2.5. Attack characteristics model

An intrusion detection system is useful to detect the ma-
licious action included anomaly process or attacks. IDS col-
lect the packets to analyze information. There were two
functions of detection data, one is misuse detection and the
other is anomaly detection. In the taxonomy of attack, the
misuse detection is adopted to analyze the packets. Be-
fore collection the data, the most important previous assign-
ment was assign the signature information argument as fol-
lows: Module Length, Security Level, Category, Descrip-
tion, Other IDs, Impact, Attack Scenario, Target System and
Next Module [7]. Today many IDS combines vulnerability
database such as CVE [8] and Security Focus Vulnerability
Database [9], it can detect more exactly than the informa-
tion security audit and scan.

3. Architecture design

3.1. Proposal for macro architecture

Before designing taxonomy of Web attacks, it must col-
lect data from Web pages. Attacks almost generate by re-
quest and response of server and client. The Web Server
needs to limit client request such as users request all re-
source of Web pages will be forbidden. When Web Server
response the client, it is unconcerned with details of client.
Therefore, the limit of authority is very important on re-
quest and response for the transmission of data has no mal-
ice code or test for our Web Server. This is a way to use
the existing network security tools such as Nmap, Nessus
and Snort that included useful information to analysis Web
event. For ensuring service is avaiable that it is necessary to
design the taxonomy of Web attacks with signature model
after collecting Web events. It is help for understand our
system what port or service is opened and scanning dubious
attack. Figure 1 shows the macro architecture. For more
design the taxonomy, which are discussed in next section.
Nmap for example:
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Figure 1. The macro architecture

bukokoro@localhost: nmap -PI test.nknu.edu.tw
Warning: You are not root – using TCP pingscan rather

than ICMP
Starting Nmap 4.11 ( http://www.insecure.org/nmap/ )

at 2008-04-14 11:19 CST
Interesting ports on test.nknu.edu.tw (1xx.1xx.4x.5x):
Not shown: 1676 filtered ports
PORT STATE SERVICE
23/tcp open telnet
80/tcp open http
443/tcp closed https
5000/tcp closed UPnP
Nmap finished: 1 IP address (1 host up) scanned in

379.522 seconds

3.2. Taxonomy of Web attacks

The proposed taxonomy focuses on each HTTP method.
Client-side uses the Internet tools that can analyze their op-
eration. Furthermore, It is considered transmission uses
the HTTP method that included dangerous PUT, DELETE,
TRACE, and CONNECT. Each HTTP method is used
means possible causes Web attack. These attacks sent the
server-side that could be the platform or markup language
to receive. If the platform or markup language exist vul-
nerability, it will be cause damage in the Web Server. The
proposed taxonomy is illustrated in Figure 2.

3.2.1 Client-side

The browser can show the Internet provides service con-
tents. In an early phase, the Internet look-through by text

console. It is supplied basic HTML form that most of
browser is not compatible Web standards and technique.
Now is the Web standards project popularize for multimedia
compatibility and Web universality. The most of browser
to follow these formats such as HTTP, HTTPS, XHTML,
XML, and CSS. However, user uses the operating system
which along with the browser is different from operating
system so the browser kernel and vulnerability is also dif-
ferent. For example: IE, Firefox, and Safari. The attack
interface not only limits in Browser, but also possibly is the
short shellcode. In addition to the browser, the other client-
side manner class with Content.

3.2.2 Operation

When we use the browser to link on the Internet, the base
of steps are Read, Create, Update, and Delete. The users
can operate some actions but have own themselves limita-
tive authority. For example, some Web pages must login the
username and password which may be read the specific in-
formation. But crackers guess password by a dictionary at-
tack or password guessing attack. For example, some Web
pages must login the username and password be able to read
the specific information. The Web site offered user suitable
authority to let user update their data, such as update the
own member data. The users should pay attention to a few
of operations. For example, when the blog is deleted own
composition, the system will give a caution to user.

• Read: The basic authority. But visiting the specific
information need the authority.

• Create: When the Web site provides register, users are
able to own username and password.

• Update: The Web site gave the user authority already.

• Delete: The users obtain own authority can do it but it
is dangerous action.

3.2.3 HTTP method

Each operation needed HTTP method to perform the ser-
vice. The client requested Web site resource and the Web
site responded the message. This segment is useful for
cracker which attacks the Web through responding to client
message. The messages contain some information that
gains server’s platform or content-type on the Web. In this
paper we discussed the most of Web site to follow HTTP
1.1, and therefore this doesn’t include special method such
as WebDAV.

• OPTIONS: Check on Web Server function.

• GET: Obtain the data from Web Server, otherwise the
data is shown on the URL.
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Figure 2. Taxonomy of Web attacks

• HEAD: It is similar to GET. It can test for hyperlink,
access control, and modify in the last.

• POST: Submit the data to the definite resources which
needs to process.

• PUT: Upload the special resource.

• DELETE: Delete the special resource.

• TRACE: Return the request and the response. The
client can inspect what information is added from re-
quest process.

• CONNECT: Request to change the connectible exten-
sion into the transparent TCP/IP channel.

3.2.4 Type of attack

In the internet, only small leakage of sensitive information
may cause critical damages. For the most part, vulnerabil-
ities usually may be discoverd between the connection of
server and client. Only if we understand how the attacks
occured, otherwise we cannot defense against this kind of
attacks efficiently. Accordingly, we classify Web attacks
into six categories. The first one is injection: When Web
application needed user’s authentication, the vulnerability
of database and broken syntax will be discovered. The main
attacks of injection are: CRLF injection, HTML injection,
LDAP injection, SQL injection, XPath injection, XML in-
jection, XSLT injection, and OS command injection. These

injection attacks through user input commands on the Web
Server to execute. Therefore, the action needed effective
in authentication. Overflows: To make bug use of pro-
gram on low-level programming languages that enable legal
data is copied after buffer such as C/C++. When program-
mer notice the boundary check, it will be avoid such attack.
The main attacks of test for account and session hijacking
are: username and password, session management, frailness
identity, and bypass. There is not use HTTPS and broken
authentication management more easy threat on such attack.
HTTP status code: When Web Server offer the authority, it
should be limit. Otherwise failure logging restricts URL
access. The cookie is stored authentication messages that
ought to described in RFC 2109.

3.2.5 Platform

The attacks can be transmitted to server side through HTTP
method, therefore if there are any vulnerabilities associated
of Web Servers themselves, attackers may gain unautho-
rised privileges from these victims. There are some famous
Web Servers, like Apache, IIS, and so on.

3.2.6 Markup language

Along with scripting languages applied to Web applications
broadly, users’ information which should not be revealed
may be disclosured by malicious people. As long as pro-
grammers do not check boundraries of users’ input, attack-
ers can easily obtain private information of users’ by inject-
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Table 1. Classification results
Client-side Operation HTTP Type of Attack Platform Markup Damage Reference

Method Language
Browser Update GET SQL injection IIS ASP Remote access CVE-2006-6210
Content Create GET Bufer overflows Apache Needless To obtain authority CVE-2006-3747
Browser Update TRACE Authentication Any JavaScript Disclosure of information CVE-2005-4874
Content Read GET Authorization IIS Needless Disclosure of information CVE-2003-1306
Content Create POST Access control Any PHP Remote access CVE-2002-0081
Content Read GET Authorization IIS ASP Disclosure of information CVE-2000-0778

ing harmful codes into Web applications. These kinds of
scripting languages, like ASP, ASP.NET, JSP, PHP, and so
on, are usually disposed in server-side.

3.2.7 Damage

The damages occured by attacks usually happen to server
side. These damages, like depletion of resources or disclo-
sure of information, may reveal sensitive information about
servers or users’ data, depending on what kind of harmful
damages caused.

4. Proposal for taxonomy refer to CVE

The taxonomy proposed in this research aimes to clas-
sify Web application attacks, therefore we can delimit the
type of network and computer attacks related with the scope
we issued in this paper. Since CVE provides various kinds
of security vulnerability information, we select a couple of
vulnerability information records from CVE and classify
them with our taxonomy rules. Table 1 shows the classi-
fication results with CVE.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a new taxonomy of Web attacks is proposed
which is focused on HTTP methods. In view of Web at-
tacks, the attack behaviors occur only by transmitting mes-
sages between client and server. The proposed taxonomy
can help us concentrating on more useful attacker informa-
tion. Furthermore, it can be integrated with off-the-shelf
software, such as ModSecurity and URLScan, to effectively
classify the Web attacks. Most of the attacks are focused on
the GET and POST of HTTP method, the other less dis-
cussed HTTP method such as PUT, DELETE, TRACE, and
CONNECT. In this study, the proposed classification class
as taxonomy of Web attacks by each HTTP method. More-
over, the way can filter the attack of network and computer
and focus on the taxonomy of Web attacks. Nevertheless,
after some of the recommendations of the comparison. In

our proposed taxonomy: According to the client-side op-
erated by the action that analysis the request and response
by using HTTP method which included dangerous of HTTP
method.
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